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CONTEiXTS
EDITORIAL
RECENT ACQUISITIOVS
ENGLISH DRAWINGS OF THE SEVEVTEEVTH CENTURY

SIR THOMAS LAAVRENCE AVD BENJAMIN GOTT

JOSEPH GOTT

THE FINXISH EXHIBITIO'sl
Opportunities for studying the arts and crafts of other countries through the
naedium of exhibitions are all too rare. So often when brought to this country
they remain only long enough to be seen in London and perhaps one of the
Scottish centres. With the exhibition of" Modern Art in Finland" we were
fortunate in being one of the few chosen centres and the Art Gallery provided
an excellent setting for this attractively designed clispl,iy of Finnish arts and
crafts which, so far, are all too little known in Fngland.
Finnish painting, while displaying strong national characteristics, has now
been largely caught up in thc mainstream of'European art. The influences of
L'ecole de Paris are obvious here as elsewhere in Europe. The same may be
said of the sculpture, though there is a distinctive quality about the work of
Waino Aaltonen, and it is here also th;it we find what is perhaps the most
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EXHIBITIONS

Two exhibitions which are to be shown at the City Art Gallery in the near
future are interesting as novel experiments in directing the efforts of contemporary artists to a particular subject and, in one case, with imposed conditions
regarding size. They are "Figures in their Setting", and "Football and the
Fine Arts". The first mentioned was organized by the Contemporary Art
Society. About one hundred artists were invited to contribute large-scale
canvases on this subject, and sixty-two were selected for exhibition at the
Tate Gallery. Our exhibition consists of a selection of about half the paintings.
The second exhibition was in the form of a competition organized by the
Football Association, the selection being made by a committee largely comprised of leading art experts.
How successfully, or otherwise, the artist responds to direction, after being
for so long accustomed to free choice of subject, will be one of the more
interesting points for discussion amongst visitors to these exhibitions. It may
quite rightly be assumed that the scope offered by the title of the first exhibition
allowed too wide an interpretation, and that some artists may be thought to
have disregarded it completely. But the experiment was worthwhile even if
only to discover whether in fact there are amongst our better painters some
who are capable of directing their talents to a specific task and accepting
imposed limitations, as indeed they would be required to do under a social,
commercial, industrial
or institutional
patronage for which many have
clamoured for so long.
The programme of exhibitions a.t Temple Newsam will start with the
"Acquisitions of the Year" in April. This will be largely dominated by the
Lupton Bequest, but only a small portion of it can be displayed. The Rembrandt etchings and the 17th century drawings, which are part of this bequest,
are therefore being shown separately at the City Art Gallery.
The selection of old master drawings from the Gatty collection, which will
be shown in May and June, will be an exhibition of outstanding importance.
This collection, which includes magnificent examples of Italian, Flemish,
Dutch and English drawings of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, has not
previously been seen in public. This will be a unique opportunity for all who
are interested in the history and the art of drawing to take advantage of seeing
one of the most important private collections.
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FEMALE FIGURE

Bronze, height

34"

EMILIO GRECO

PURCHASED BY THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND,

1954

RICHARD ELLIOTT

C. H. SCHwANFELDER (1773—1837)
20" x 16"

Oil on millboard

PURCHASED OUT OF THE CORPORATION

FUND

Recent Acquisitions
The Leeds Art Collections Fund has made the most important contribution
to the acquisitions of recent months. Pursuing its policy of giving primary
consideration to the work of contemporaries, it has added one piece of sculpture
and three paintings by living artists.
The sculpture, a bronze by Emilio Greco, is notable because in addition to
being the most important of this group of acquisitions, it takes account of the
need for good sculpture in the permanent collection. This bronze of a Nude
Seated Female Figure was shown in London in 1952 when the artist had his first
one-man exhibition in England. Emilio Greco was born in Sicily in 1913 and
can be said to follow the great traditions of Italian sculpture which is primarily
concerned with human sentiment. Though described at the time of the exhibiThe extration as "a promising young artist" this is a gross understatement.
ordinary sensibility, simplicity and sound sculptural principles which are
combined in this work are indications of a mature artist and a fine craftsman.
All three of the paintings bought from the Fund are characteristic of the
realism in the depiction of
contemporary trend towards an uncompromising
the human types. The work of Josel Herman has been known in this country
since 1940, but it was not until 1946 that the impact of his powerfully-conHis life in a
structed and sombre-coloured forms made a real impression.
He has succeeded in
Welsh mining village has been his main inspiration.
depicting the life and character of the people who lead a dreary, monotonous
The Portrait of a Peasant Woman is typical
life in drab and sunless surroundings.
of his intense feeling for the solid, earthy dignity of the people he has learned
to know so well.
Since the end of the first world war the influence of certain Jewish emigre
artists from Russia has had a very profound effect on the school of Paris and
Chagall, Soutine and Mane Katz
on western European painting generally;
being amongst the better known of them. Jacques Chapiro left Russia in 1925
to establish himself in Paris, and has since been a regular contributor to many
important exhibitions there. He was born in Dvinsk in 1887 and after studying
in Cracow became an art master in Moscow and later in Leningrad. The
Portrait of the Artist's Wife which has now been bought is the first example
of the work of these artists to be included in our collection. It is a sensitive
and sympathetic painting, rich in colour and characteristic of this important
aspect of contemporary art.
Something of the influence of these artists, particularly that of Chiam
Soutine, may be found in the third picture of the group. The significant use
of colour as a formal, and as an emotive element is the chief characteristic of
the Portrait of jacob Eramer by Tom Watt who is having a marked influence on
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the work of students at the Leeds College of Art where he is lecturer in painting.
Although perhaps not flattering as a likeness, it is an uncompromising piece of
characterization, a faithful and personal interpretation of the powerful and yet
gentle character of a fellow artist.
One of the best examples of the work of C. H. Schwanfelder (1773—1837)
the Leeds artist, a portrait of Richard Elliott, has been bought by the Corporation. Elliott was the servant of Benjamin Goodman whose portrait, by the
same artist, hangs in the Civic Hall. This new acquisition is a most sensitive
painting which, probably better than any portrait in our collection, illustrates
the extraordinary ability in portraiture of an artist who was primarily notable
for his animal and landscape paintings.
Among the recent gifts is a concert grand piano which has been presented
S. Kyte, Headmaster of the Heckmondwike Grammar School.
by Mr. C.
The piano is by Erard, but the real interest from our point of view lies in the
case which was made by Messrs. Marsh & Jones of Leeds about 1840. In this
country this is still regarded as an unfashionable period, and we are tending
to ignore the inevitable revival of interest in its products which will take place
very soon. Already the fashion for English Victorian furniture is sweeping
through the United States and many of our fine pieces are finding their way
there. Much has been written about the ugliness of this period with its crude,
over-ornate and impractical designs, but it is surely true that much of the
furniture of the Regency, now so ardently sought after, was criticized in the
same way only a generation ago. Though by contemporary standards the
design of this piano case may be adversely criticized as "old-fashioned," no-one
could question its practicability, nor the superb quality of the craftsmanship.
The case is of satinwood with remarkably fine inlaid work in various woods,
used with extraordinary reticence for this period.
Even though this is a gift which can be appreciated now, its greater significance lies in the future when the finer products of the Victorian era, seen in
their proper perspective, will take an important place in the history of English
furniture.
Another gift of interest is a silver and gilt belt buckle of late 18th century
date which is presented by Mrs. A. Blackstone. This is one of those elegant
costume accessories which were a characteristic of the late Georgian era.
A loan of considerable importance has been made by Miss B. G. Talbot and
Mrs. C. Tumor of pictures from the collection at Kiplin Hall. This important
group of paintings includes five Venetian scenes by L. Carlevaris and two
paintings by Guardi. In addition there is a group of five drawings by John
Dowman and thirty-six 18th and early 19th century miniatures.
The latter
are mostly portraits of members of the Crowe and Carpenter families associated
with Kiplin Hall. The paintings will be the subject of a special article in the
next issue of the Calendar.

J.
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COURRING THE HARE

Pen and brown ink toith grey uash

BEQUEATHED BY AONES AND NORMAN

11$" x 8$"
LUPTON, 1953

FRANCIS BARLOW

(1626—1702)

Seventeenth
A catalogue

Century

English Drawings

quarterly exhibition of drawings from the permanent collection,
exhibited at the Art Gallery between 1st April and 1st july, 1954

of theist

It is fitting that the series of quarterly exhibitions of watercolours and
with one of early
drawings in the Leeds Collection should be inaugurated
The earliest works are a series of views of Sussex, used and
English drawings.
probably worked over by Wenceslas Hollar, which were reported in the
Autumn issue of the Calendar. These are followed, chronologically, by ten
delicate drawings by Francis Place who was a friend of Hollar and learnt
much from him though he was never an actual pupil. He lived for many years
in York and was a member of the group of virtuosi which included Ralph
Thoresby, the antiquary of Leeds, Henry Gyles the glass painter, Thomas
Kirk of Cookeridge, who wrote a treatise on miniature painting (unpublished)
and seems to have practised in that medium and William Lodge, who was also
an amateur draughtsman of some ability. To supplement the exhibition the
Leeds Public Library has kindly lent a grangerized copy of Thoresby's Ducatus
Leodiensis which has in it sixteen drawings by Lodge. Francis Barlow's drawing, Coursing the Hare, will probably be considered the most appealing work in
The three studies of ships are by the younger Van de Velde
the exhibition.
who came to England in about 1675 and specialized like his father in marine
subjects.

ANONYMOUS
1

with a beacon on a spur below
CHANGTONBURY HtLL, a view of downland
which stands a large country house.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 64 x 17s in.
Inscr.: in brown ink, at the base towards the l., febr; ye 12/ 1635, in upper 1.
corner, A Wiston Place / B Chankberry Hill antiently a / fort, now a Beacon hill / in
Sussex, with the letter B above the beacon and A above the house.

13.28a/53.
Prov.: Patrick Allen Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's 10th June, 1931, lot 141); Agnes
and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Corresponds with an etching of the same view by W. Hollar (Parthey 944). This
and the following six drawings are possibly the work of a member of the Dunstall
family.

2

a landscape with two windmills, a church and a stream
crossed by two bridges from the nearer of which a line of cottages leads up to
a ruined castle.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 6f x 17ss ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink, at the base towards the r. febru: the 22 / 1635, in the upper
1 corner, A Bramber cast: South side / B The Chirch / C Bramber bridge / d Beeding
bridge / E Beeding Chirch with the letters A B C d and E over the buildings mentioned.

BRAMBER CAsTLE,
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13.28b/53.
Prov.: As No.

Corresponds

1

above.

with an etching of the same view by W. Hollar (Parthey

of amorphous ruins.
Pen and brown ink; 8~s- x 6 in.
Inscr.: in brown ink in upper r. corner, Parte of Thetford abbey: june
THETFQRD ABBEY a group

13.28c/53.
Prov.: As No.

4

1

j

949).

2: 1636.

above.

PEVENsY'AsTLE, seen through a gateway the sides of which are visible to l. and
sea to the r.
Pen and brown ink with charcoal and red chalk; 6 x 16'ns.
Inscr.: in brown ink below the bastion to the 1., PEMSEI'n Sussex / August ye

r., with the

18 1635.
13,29/53.
Prov.: As No.

1 above.
Similar in point of view to an etching by Hollar (Parthey 931).

5

6

BRAMBER CAsTLE, in ruins set in downland.

Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 6s x 17$ ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink in upper 1. corner, Bramber Cast: in Sussexye west side /1635
and at the base towards the r. corner, 22.
13.3Oa/53.
Prov.: As No. 1 above.
Corresponds with an etching of the same view by W. Hollar (Parthey 951).
RUINs QF BRAMBER CAsTLE seen from the inside with a conical hillock or tumulus
in the centre.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 6s x 17< ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink in upper 1. corner, Bramber Cast: I>e inside / 1635, and
beneath the hillock, 21.

13.30b/53.
Prov.: As No.
Corresponds

1

above.

with an etching of the same view by
PaÃe

9

W. Hollar

(Parthey

946).

NEwARK ABBEY, seen across the fields with a rough wooden fence and gate in

the foreground.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 6~ x 8-„I ins.
Inscr.: in blacklead in a recent hand in lower 1. corner, JVetvark Abby.

13.26/53.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser, (Sold Sotheby's 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1933.
Newark Abbey is near Woking in Sussex. There is an etching of it by W. Hollar
(Parthey 343) .
FRANCIS BARLOW (B. 1626: D. 1702)
CQURsING THE HARE, a man on horseback with two servants on foot carrying
long poles, one holds a dead hare in his 1. hand and the other holds a greyhound
on a leash. In front of them two greyhounds pursue a hare towards a river on
the far side of which a man stands fishing. On the far side of the river a country
house stands in a park.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 114s x 8s ins.
Inscr.: along the top edge in blacklead, Coursing ye Hare.
13.40/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Drawing for a plate in Blome's ?he Gentleman's Recreation, 1686, Part II, p. 95.

FRANCIS PLACE (B. 1647: D. 1728)
9 SHERIFF HUTTQN CAsTLE in ruins, a tower and corner of the building.

Pen and brown ink with brown wash; 12 x 74 ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink at the base, part of Sherif Hutton Gastle 1715.
29.30/38.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931, lot 148). S. D. Kitson
Esq., who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.
10 BYLAND ABBEY in ruins, a view of the west end from the S.W.
8~s ins.
Pen and brown ink with brown wash; 7„'
Inscr.: verso: in brown ink, The Ruines of Byland Abbie.
26/43.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931, lot 148); purchased out
of Corporation Fund, 1943.
11 YQRK, a view from the river looking S.E. towards the Minster.
Pen and black ink on brown paper; 4'
92 ins.
5. 165/52.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Presumably a preliminary sketch for an etching of the same view which has
a few details added.
Bibl.: WalPole Society Vol. X, p. 46, No. 17.
12 RocHEsTER CAsTLE the keep with ruined outer wall; the spire of the Cathedral
in the distance to the 1., the figure of a man with a rod on his shoulder in the
foreground.
Pen and brown ink; 5< x 11 ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink to the l. of centre at the top, ?he Gastle of Rotchester.
5. 163/52.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
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An etching after this drawing was executed by Tooker.

13

14

15

16

Bibl.: WalPole Society Vol. X, p. 46, No. 16.
A BRIDGE IN BEDFQRDsHIRE, a long low bridge over a river and marshy land
crossed by a man on foot, a horseman and peasants driving a cart and four
horses.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash; 6~ x 33 ins.
Inscr.: verso: in brown ink, A Bridg in Bedfordshire.
5. 164/52.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
DvBLIN BAY, seen from the sea with shipping; the hill of Howth is prominent
to the r.
Pen and brown ink with watercolour, 6$ x 19 ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink, along the base, beneath the headlands mentioned, Lambay
Island, Ireland's Eye and the Hill of Hoth.
13.150a/53.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931, lot 139); Agnes and
Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
IRELAND s EYE the headland seen from the Irish channel.
Pen and brown ink; 4 x 7-~~ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink in the centre of the lower edge, Ireland's Eye.
13.150b/53.
Prov.: As No. 14 above.
CATTERIGK BRIDGE, with two men and horses crossing it; two principal arches
are visible, with half an arch to the l.
Pen and brown ink with brown wash; 6$ x 15ss ins.
Inscr.: in brown ink in centre of lower edge, The E. side of Catraik Bridg, below
the r. arch near the pier, P and to the r. bring this to P.

13.151/53.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
It has been suggested that the inscription read Patraik but the bridge seems to
be identical with that which carries the Great North Road across the Swale at
Cat terick.
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BAMBQRGUGH

CAsTLE, seen from the shore with figures in the foreground

a ship on the sea.

and

Pen and brown ink with grey wash, on two pieces of sketch-book paper joined
up the centre; 7s x 15~a ins.
Inscrit in brown ink along the upper edge, Bamborough Castle the JVI Side 1701.

13.152a/53.
Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.

18

MQUNT EDGEGUMBE, an island with a fortified building on it close to the shore,
seen from the cliff; with a man standing in the foreground and shipping on the

sea.
Pen and brown ink with grey wash, 3$ x 124I ins.
Inscri I in brown ink above the island, St. JV'icolas Isle near / Plymouth, over the
cliff to the r., Mount Edgecombe, Cornetvell 1678 and at the base to the r. of centre,
1678.
13.152b/53.
Prov.: As No. 17 above.
19 Recto: FIsHING BoATs, at anchor in an estuary; a windmill on the land to the l.
Verso: Seascape with an island.
Recto: Pen and brown ink with brown and blue wash.
4~s x 17'ns.
Verso: blacklead;
Inscrit recto: in brown ink along the lower edge across the centre, At Haver'd
Gras and by Haver D'Gras 1677.
Verso: in brown ink along the lower edge to the r. of the centre, Isle of Wight.

Prov.: P. A. Fraser. (Sold Sotheby's, 10th June, 1931); Agnes and Norman
Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Presumably from the same sketch book as the views of Cowes Castle and Hurst
Castle in the Victoria and Albert Museum (E.1518—1931 and E.1524—1931).
WILLIAM VAN DE VELDE THE YOUNGER (B. 1633: D. 1707)
20 A THREE-MASTED SHIP, in full sail.
Blacklead, Pen and black ink with grey wash; 11 x 15ss ins.
Inscri I in brown ink in lower 1. corner, W.V.V.j.
13.249/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
[continued on Page u4
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Sir Thomas Lawrence and Benjamin Gott
HUGH

HONOUR

Letters from Sir Thomas Lawrence are by no means rare, for he was a
Numerous private as well as official letters from him
prolific correspondent.
have survived and many were printed in the two volume biography by D.
E. Williams published in 1831, a year after his death. Nevertheless a correspondence preserved in the Leeds University Library is of considerable interest
especially as it refers to two portraits now on loan to the Art Gallery. These
letters were written between 1818 and 1828 from Sir Thomas Lawrence to
Benjamin Gott of Armley House, Leeds, a wealthy factory owner who numbered
among his friends such men as Sir Francis Chantrey, George Rennie and
James Watt. In the same collection there is a series of letters between him
and John Flaxman whom he wished to carve a monument which does not
appear to have been executed.
Benjamin Gott first wrote to Lawrence as the representative of a group of
Yorkshiremen who wished to commission a portrait of Lord Lascelles, later
the 2nd Earl of Harewood. In his reply, dated 3rd July, 1818, Lawrence
remarked that he had not intended to begin another picture for some time,
and he was not particularly desirous of going up to Yorkshire in order to
paint one. He then went on to remark, "the many disadvantages attendant
on the progress of a Picture out of the Artist's study, increased in the mind and
feelings by the interest of the subject, impelled me humbly to submit this to
the indulgent goodness of H.R.H. the Prince Regent, before I began my first
portrait of him; and having in consequence been honoured by his presence in
my Painting Room for every sitting for both his Pictures, it appeared from that
time incumbent on me to decline every application for my painting out of my
own throne and that necessarily compelled me to relinquish the honour of
painting H.R.H. the Prince Leopold at Claremont." One of the most charming
however, describes how he stayed at Claremont
letters in Williams'iography,
Charlotte's
portrait in 1817. One can only assume
in order to paint Princess
from
the necessity of sitting in the artist'
that either a Princess was exempted
difficult
in this particular instance, or
studio, which would have been highly
use
of
a
good professional excuse. The
that Lawrence was merely making
in
time
to be exhibited at the Royal
portrait of Lord Lascelles was painted
House. It was evidently
Harewood
at
Academy in 1823 (No. 7) and still hangs
Lawrence
a watercolour of the
lent
Girtin
painted in London for Thomas
background.
into
the
house and park which he incorporated
Lawrence's next letter to Gott was written on 10th October, 1827. He had
begun portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Gott and had stayed with them on his way
Page r3

ARTS CA
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

MARCH 10 to
APRIL 7

APRIL 1 to
JULY 1

FIGURES IN THEIR SETTING

A collection of works of living artists, sponsored by the Contemporary Art Society. A selection of the pictures exhibited at the
Tate Gallery.

ENGLISH DRAWINGS OF THE 17th CENTURY

The first of a series of quarterly exhibitions selected from the
permanent collection of watercolours and drawings.

MAY 22 to
JUNE 12

FOOTBALL AND THE FINE ARTS

An exhibition

Association.

JUNE 17 to
JULY 3
Treasures

from Yorkshire

From

of Works of Art commissioned

by the Football

NORTH EASTERN SCHOOLS OF ART

Exhibition of Paintings by Students.

Collections

attributed

APRIL 1

to The Master of Frankfurt:

The Nativity

from Pepper

Arden

Hall

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING

APRIL 3 to
MAY 16

SUNDAYS, 10-30 to 6-15; WEDNESDAYS 10-30 to 8-0

ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR

An exhibition of the objects acquired for the city collections during
the year ended 31st March, 1954.

MAY 15 to

OLD MASTER DRAWINGS FROM
PEPPER ARDEN HALL

JUNE 13

Drawings by French, Dutch and Italian artists, principally of the
17th and 18th centuries, from the collection of Mr. Richard Gatty.

JUNE 30 to
AUGUST 8

An Exhibition
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of Yorkshire Church Plate

LENDAR
SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES
APRIL, MAY and JUNE, 1954

Arts Council Exhibitions
Paintings from Southern Galleries
International Book Design

York

April 3 to April 25
April 12 to April 24

Hull
Brighouse
Brighouse

April
April
May
May
June

Hull

Sir Edward Marsh Memorial Exhibition
Works by Ceri Richards
Photographs of Royal Tombs
Etchings and Engravings from the Arts Council Collection
Arts Council Exhibition, Part 111

Other Exhibitions
Selections from the Royal Academy 1953
Fifty Years of British Art
Islamic Art (Victoria and Albert Museum)
Art of the Bookjacket (Victoria and Albert Museum)
Contemporary Italian Art
Paintings by Rosemary Hird
Scarborough Art Society
Ivories from the Victoria and Albert Museum
Brighouse Arts Circle
Royal Society of Portrait Painters (A.E.B.)
Society of Mural Painters (A.E.B.)
Drawings and Paintings by Mary I'Anson
American Graphic Art
Japanese Prints and Ganymed Prints
The Cooke Collection (A.E.B.)
Children's Art Exhibition
Master Printers
Harrogate Art School Staff
Figures in their Setting (C.A.S.)
Pictures from the Bingham Collection
English Earthenware (Victoria and Albert Museum)
Drawings by Durer and his contemporaries (V. & A. Museum)
Rotherham Society of Artists
Royal Society of Portrait Painters (A.E.B.)
Modern Trends in Watercolour (A.E.B.)
Tibetan Exhibition
Alabaster Exhibition
Huddersfield School of Art
Lancashire Group of Artists
The Italian Renaissance (Victoria and Albert Museum)
Ancient Peruvian Textiles and Jewellery (Victoria and Albert Museum)

(Public Library)
Batley
York

Scarborough
Bradford
Halifax
Sheffield
Wakefield
Batley

Scarborough
Hull

Brighouse
Rotherham
Hull

Keighley

Scarborough
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Sheffield

Doncaster
Harrogate
Harrogate

Sheffield
Sheffield
Keighley
Batley

Rotherham

14 to May 15
24 to May 17
3 to May 15
24 to June 15
5

to June 26

Mar. 13 to April 10
Mar. 19 to June 8
Mar. 29 to May 8
April I to May 24
April 2 to May I
April 3 to April 22
April 14 to May 1
April 17 to June 13
April 24 to May 22
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

June

May
to May 30
I to May 23
3 to May 29
8 to June 5
15 to June 12
17 to May 30
22 to May 26
22 to June 13
22 to June 20
29 to June 27
29 to July 4
I to June 23
June
5 to July 3
10 to Aug. 8
12 to July 3
14 to July 26
19 to July 3
19 to July 18
19 to Aug. 2
26 to Aug. 28
I

Hull

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Wakefield

April 12

Wakefield

April 26

Hull
Hull

Wakefield

York

Huddersfield

Bradford
Brighouse

Lectures, etc.

"Colour and Design in Italy" by J. Quentin Hughes, M.C.B.Arch.,
Ph.D., A.R.I.B.A., with coloured illustrations

A Symposium on the Arts in Italy to-day, in connection with the
exhibition of Contemporary Italian Art
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SIR THOMAS LAVYRENCE (1769—1830)
Oil on canvas 56" X 45"
LENT BY M. H. E. GOTT ESQ.

BENJAMIN GOTT OF ARMLEY
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Joseph
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work.
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to
article
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quoted in an
The portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Gott were finished in October 1828 and on
the 7th Lawrence wrote to tell them the news. "I cannot resist the pleasure
of acquainting you, that I have at length completed the two portraits, and, as
compared with my other works, to my own satisfaction... The most advantathat which comes from the left of'he
geous light for them is indesputably
that
it
is
the light in which they were painted
remember
Spectator. You will
which to a certain degree presents
his
touch
by me; and as the artist adapts
canvas
a false light or shadow will
on
the
an unequal surface to its effects
in
an
opposite light, to that in which it
fall upon it if the picture be placed
thrown by a lustre chandelier
reflection
the
was finished". He comments on
"could
close
to the frame on the left of
be
a lamp
projected
and suggests that
a shade be attached to it,
and
the Picture (or rather of the person viewing it),
that may screen its flame from the Eye of the Spectator and throw its full effect of
light sideways on the Picture, each portrait ought to be seen to great advantage
in the evening".
Lawrence ordered frames of his usual type to be made for the portraits but
received a letter from Mrs. Gott suggesting that they should be much narrower.
His reply to her, dated 13th October, 1828, is of great interest showing the
care with which he considered everything connected with his work. "Only
let me beg to assure you that the comparative richness of the frames now made
for them has been adopted with not the remotest view to their impression on
the eye as mere splendid decoration. The pattern has been selected by me
and its dimensions determined solely with a view to the advantage of the
Pictures: a Frame is so much a part of the Picture, that almost invariably we
a little change the effect or colour of some part the moment we place it in the
frame, and the Work as certainly is the better for it. The finest picture, seen
without an appropriate Frame, loses a great advantage; as on the other hand
it sustains material injury from a Frame injudiciously selected. The most
the next
unbecoming character of a frame is the very plain and very narrow
and
the
Centre,
in
Ornaments
defection is the Frame with large obtrusive
of
the
effect
for
the
general
corners of it. A good frame (a merely safe one
richness
that
of
ornament
picture) should be sufficiently broad and rich, but the
composed throughout of small parts, and usually it should be unburnished.
This sort of frame I ordered for these Pictures. You may remember My dear
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MRS. GOTT OF ARMLEY

SIR THOMAS LAVv'RENCE (1 769—1830)
Oil on cantos
LENT BY W. H. E. GOTT ESQ.
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Madam the portrait of Sir Walter Scott which is not a whole length tho't is
something more than the Bishop's half length. The breadth of the moulding
of that frame is 12 inches the moulding of the frame of Sir Ashley Coopers is
10 inches. The breadth of the moulding of your intended frame is 9 inches.
Will you suffer it to be 7 inches or between that and six? Less than six would
I am certain be injurious to the Picture, for I will not admit the flattering
quotations from Shakespeare and Milton, as applicable to the point in question.
The Frame is the clear Decanter not the brush... I am rejoiced that my
Pictures will be in the same room with the fine sculpture of Mr. Gott." He
was forced to give way over the framing and in his next letter, dated 26th
November, he remarks, "I shall now only pray that the other pictures be
brought up close to them, so that the effect of greater breadth of gilding may
still be retained". He has not varnished them and says that they should not
be done for a year or two when he hopes to do them himself. He ends the
letter by saying, "I confess that I much wish you should first see them in a
clear light, coming fromyour left as you look at them, and placed obliquely thus 5, as
on my easle. I know that subsequently they must share the common fate of
Pictures, and be thrown into twilight by Silk and Muslin Curtains, which,
without the aid of 'dying embers'teach light to counterfeit a gloom'." In a
letter of the 20th December he remarks, "I know not why I should conceal
from you the real impression on my mind that they are two of the best that I
have ever painted". Both portraits have remained in the Gott family since
and although they were put up to auction at Christmas in 1897 they were
bought by Mr. Francis Gott. They have been lent to the Art Gallery by
Mr. W. H. E. Gott and hang on the staircase, where, unfortunately, the
lighting is artificial and not what Lawrence would have desired.
While the portraits were being painted a friendship seems to have been
established between Lawrence and Benjamin Gott. On 27th December, 1828,
Lawrence wrote to Gott asking for a loan of $500 for six months, "mine" he
says, "is a large income but of uncertain returns in some portions of the year.
How I have employed it and employ it you partly know or guess. My love
of art has been my most expensive pursuit..." Gott replied enclosing a bill
of $500, asking for no security and assuring Lawrence that only his son and
confidential cashier should know of the transaction. The last letter, of 18th
August, 1829, is merely an account of Lawrence's fully occupied time; in the
next year he died.
Benjamin Gott survived until 1840. His house was filled with works of art
of which Lawrence's two portraits were undoubtedly the most distinguished.
The firm of Joshua Wilson Bz Company of which he was the founder also
survives. It is interesting to note that a later head of it was Sam Wilson,
another patron of artists who bequeathed to the Art Gallery his collection with
enough money to build the present "Sam Wilson" wing.

—
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JosEPH GOTT (1786—1860)

Joseph Gott
HUGH

It

HONQUR

that Joseph Gott, the only sculptor of any importance who
was born in Leeds, should have been neglected even in his native city. W.
H. Taylor in his account of Leeds Worthies accorded him no more than a footnote. The fullest account of his career is printed in the recently published
Dictionary of British Sculptors by Mr. Rupert Gunnis, a work indispensable to all
who wish to study English sculpture of the 18th and 19th centuries.
Joseph Gott was born at Calverley in 1786 but nothing is known of his early
life or education. He served for two or three years as apprentice to the great
sculptor John Flaxman and in 1805 joined the Royal Academy Schools where
he won a silver medal in 1806 and a gold medal in the following year. In
1808 the Society of Arts awarded him the Greater Silver Palette for an original
plaster-cast of Samson. In 1819 he received a second gold medal from the
Academy for a group of jacob Wrestling with the Angel. In 1820 he exhibited
for the first time in the Academy exhibition showing four works among which
were the idea for a monument to the memory of Benjamin West, the late
P.R.A. and 7he Dying Spartacus of which there is a plaster version in the Soane
Museum and a marble one at Washington. He exhibited fairly regularly at the
Academy from 1820 to 1848.
Possibly through the Academy, Gott came under the patronage of Sir
Thomas Lawrence on whose behalf he visited Antonio Canova in Rome in
1822. Lawrence owned three of Gott's models for sculpture which were
included in his sale in 1830. But his most munificent patron was Benjamin
Gott of Armley whose relations with Lawrence are the subject of an article on
page 13 of this issue. Joseph and Benjamin Gott were in no way related and
as there is a legend that Lawrence "discovered" the young sculptor working
at Marlborough he may indeed have introduced him to his namesake.
Lawrence admired Gott's work and wrote about it to Mr. and Mrs. Gott. In
his letter of 10th October, 1827, he refers to the "Sculpture of Mr. Banks" of
which he thought highly and which is probably identical with the seated figure,
reproduced on page 20.
Mrs. Gott wrote to Lawrence about a subject for sculpture which she wished
to commission from Joseph Gott and on 11th December, 1927, Lawrence
replied to her request in a letter to her husband: "I confess that I should like
it to be one that would at once stimulate and task that genius. I want it to
have more novelty and difficulty than the three Graces, one that should unite
the grandeur and strength of manly Form, with the loveliness of female beauty,
and to which there might be the addition of infantine character. Such a group
is remarkable
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he made a small model of for me, and it has been the admiration of all artists.
This model should Mrs. Gott accept the suggestion and induce you to give
Mr. Gott the commission, shall likewise be in her possession and if she wishes
first to form a judgment of the subject of its execution, shall be immediately
sent to her". The sculpture eventually commissioned was probably either the
relief carving over the chimney-piece in a room at Armley or The Mad Athemas.
It seems probable that the model was that of a "Group of Four Figures, a Man,
a Woman and two Infants" included in the sale of Lawrence's effects.
In 1824 Gott was sent by his patron to Rome where he appears to have
spent most of the remainder of his life. He was living, by 1838, at 155 Via
Babuino, which is yet a quarter favoured by artists and has been called the
"Chelsea of Rome". Three letters which passed between Gott, in Rome, and
his patrons in Leeds have survived among the Gott correspondence in the
University library.
In 1831 Gott exhibited at the Royal Academy what was presumably a model
for The Madness of Athemas. It appears that a marble version of this was
commissioned by Benjamin Gott but did not come up to expectations. In his
letter written from Rome in 1835 Joseph Gott asked for an advance of 100
on the figure he was executing in place of the Athemas; in the same letter he
referred to an "Alto relievo for the drawing room at Armley" which he was
carving in marble but the whereabouts of which are now unknown, and busts
of Mr. John and Walter Gott. Benjamin Gott, in a letter of the 16th February,
1837, referred to the considerable price of 1,000 which had originally been
fixed for Athemas. The third letter in this collection was written from Joseph
to Benjamin Gott, from Rome, on 17th November, 1838, and in it he refers
to the statue of A Vintager delayed by the tribunal of Commerce at Leghorn and
A Greek Boxer waiting his Turn of which he had carved two, one of which was
exhibited in the Academy of 1840. It seems probable that it was executed
for Benjamin Gott as a figure described as "The Wrestler life size" appeared
in the Christie's sale of the Gott family pictures and sculpture. His last work
for the Gott family, and possibly the finest of all his sculptures, was the
recumbent figure of Benjamin Gott, which forms his monument in Armley
Church, and was erected in 1840.
The work of Joseph Gott is represented in the Leeds Art Gallery by three
busts, of George Banks, Miss Banks (see page 22) and an unknown girl who
wears her hair in an engaging top knot (see page 22) and a classical low relief;
but by far the most interesting piece is the seated figure of George Banks, who
was Lord Mayor of Leeds in 1819, referred to above. A few of his works are
to be found in other museums. There is a figure of Christopher Columbus in
the Museum of the Historical Society, New York. At Melbourne, Australia,
there is a figure of Flora. Two groups are to be found in the museum at Angers,
a child playing with a greyhound and a child with a puppy spaniel. In the
Jones collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum there is a figure of a dog

$

$
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and at Nottingham there is a terra-cotta group of Greek Wrestlers. Four of his
works are to be found in the remarkable sculpture gallery at Chatsworth
where most of his contemporaries are also represented. A number of his figures
must be in private collections and we should be most grateful to hear of their
whereabouts.
He was also responsible for a number of church monuments,
ten of which have been recorded by Mr. Gunnis who gives a delightful account
of that to Colonel Edward Cheney in Gaddesby Church, Leicestershire.
In his time Joseph Gott enjoyed some success as a sculptor. Dr. Waagen
called him the "well-known sculptor" when praising the group of three dogs
in Mr. Galton's collection at Hadzor. He won but infrequent mention in the
press though The Athenaeum remarked that the figure of a Greek Boxer exhibited
at the academy in 1840 deserved notice. In 1845 the same periodical turned
to attack him for his statue of a Dancing JVgmPh to which "the casual glance of
the spectator is inevitably attracted by the glitter of the golden triangle which
she bears aloft". The critic noting what he considered the baleful influence of
Canova declared that it belonged "to one of the worst schools of sculpture".
On
Two years later he dismissed The Magdalen as "a piece of sentimentalism".
his death in 1860 The Athenaeum afforded him a brief obituary; "Every visitor
to Rome, this half century past, has looked in at the studio of Mr. Gott no
sculptor of genius but one of grace whose figures of rustics oftentimes combined with animals, pleased us better than furniture art though not high

—

—

sculpture".
Joseph Gott was indeed a sculptor of greater charm than distinction, yet one
can but agree that Canova's influence upon his work was over strong. Nevertheless the recumbent figures of Benjamin Gott and Jonathan Akroyd in
Armley Church, with the bust of Thomas Lloyd in Leeds Parish Church, are by
far the most distinguished memorials in the city. His busts, of which that of
Benjamin Gott in the Leeds Library is probably the best, are sensitive and
well carved. If he was not a very great sculptor he could at least produce
works which were able and attractive.
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A Two-MASTED SHIP, at anchor.
Blacklead; 7~ x 78 ins.
13,250/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
SINGLE-MASTED SHIP, at anchor.
Blacklead and grey wash; 7 x 8„'ns.
Inscr.: in blacklead in lower 1. corner, IK V. V.g.

13.251/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
PaÃe
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